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I often hear myself saying, ‘An understanding of farming can inform our understanding of the 

gospels’. Jesus used many agricultural illustrations in his teaching. Many of the people who 

came to listen to him were engaged in agriculture. Stories, parables and illustrations based 

on the growing of wheat, barley, olives and vines instantly connected with the crowds. As 

our congregations gather to celebrate the harvest from the fertile land of our diocese, there 

are many great gospel texts that reinforce the sense of God’s enduring love and generosity 

seen in the abundance of harvest produce. 

But Luke 16. 1-13 probably wouldn’t headline your list of ‘go-to’ harvest texts! Whilst it 

reminds us of some familiar themes such as the impossibility of serving God and wealth, it 

appears to include some uncomfortable anomalies. Does it actually condone the actions of 

the dishonest manager in verse 8? Does Jesus really incite these actions as an example for 

the disciples to emulate in verse 9? 

This is one of those gospel stories that benefits from an appreciation of farming systems and 

practices. 

At the heart of this story is the harvest. We hear of tenant farmers who have produced 

crops of olives and wheat. A good wheat harvest holds huge potential wherever it’s grown 

in the world. One hectare of wheat grown in our diocese this harvest will have produced 

enough grain to make about 11,500 loaves of bread! So, if four people share a loaf, that one 

hectare of wheat has the potential to feed 46,000 people! If a loaf of local bread forms the 

basis of your Eucharistic feast, it enables spiritual sustenance too. I urge you to savour that 

holy moment just before the bread is broken. We remember Jesus taking the bread in his 

hands and giving thanks to God. Then he broke it and shared it with his disciples. Our 

liturgy invites us to participate in this great spiritual feast of bread and wine. With Christ’s 

example before us, it draws us into giving thanks to God for the bread from the harvest of 

our land. 

So wheat provides grain for bread: physical and spiritual sustenance, the basis for feasting 

with family and friends and possibly an income from sales. Plenty of reasons to celebrate 

harvest. 

But Luke describes a less-celebratory scene. The tenant farmers are bringing their olives and 

wheat in payment for rent. An absentee landlord has appointed a local manager to collect 

his dues. The landlord expects the rent, with interest, to be collected in full. Today it 

remains a common practice that payment of farm rents and bills can be deferred until 

harvest. Paying up, with interest, can see the fruits of the harvest disappear in an instant. 

But something else has gone awry. The landlord has heard that his manager hasn’t followed 

his instructions for collecting rents in full. The manager is sacked and left in a quandary. If he 

attempted to collect the extortionate rents, with interest, it might appease his master. But it 

would result in poverty for the tenants. He would know the devastating impact of this and 

such actions would certainly alienate him locally. A classic no-win situation: familiar to the 

disciples, familiar to many of us. 
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The manager struck a compromise. He collected from each tenant, but not the full amount. 

He probably deducted the unpopular interest. The landlord was paid but not the full amount 

he’d demanded. The tenants were left with wheat and oil for their own sustenance.  

Imagine their delight! The fruits of their harvest hadn’t all disappeared into a distant, unjust 

system of payment. This produce could now feed their people. I’m visualising some great 

feasting and celebration! 

Jesus appears to praise the manager’s shrewdness and, shockingly, he contrasts it to the 

actions of his followers.  

Jesus used the reality of business and farming to challenge the disciples. He invited them to 

explore a difficult dilemma in the secular business world, one that involved matters of 

money, justice and dishonesty. It’s a story of human fallibility and compromise, and Jesus 

asks his disciples to learn from it.  

Luke’s gospel frequently emphasises the inclusive nature of community. The Christian way is 

not one of exclusive arrogance, of having all the answers. Here we’re presented with an 

open-minded picture of shared experience and learning from all walks of life. 

Perhaps it invites us to open our minds into a wider learning from each other.  

Despite the current challenges of farming, I continue to be inspired by many of our farmers. 

Harvest is at the centre of that inspiration. An abundant, wholesome harvest, respectful of 

the gift of the land entrusted to them, is the vision that’s often at the heart of their 

commitment, work and investment. And somehow, even if the harvest fails, farmers usually 

manage to pick themselves up and start working towards next harvest. This vision of an 

abundant harvest, with its potential to feed our people, continues to ignite and excite most 

farmers I know, even when conditions are very tough. 

What a great privilege for us to be included in the celebration of this harvest vision! For 

those farmers who’ve participated in the blessings of Plough Sunday and Rogation, Harvest 

Festival becomes the holy celebration of their vision. It is a true thanksgiving to God. 

Perhaps the strength and irrepressible power of the harvest vision invites us to explore our 

own visions in life. What is the vision that inspires and ignites you? What is it that guides 

your work, actions and investment? What makes you pick yourself up after a fall, brush 

yourself down and walk on into a new day? 

Jesus gave us a wonderful vision. It’s at the heart of our daily prayer, ‘May your kingdom 

come, may your will be done, on earth as in heaven.’ Just imagine what the world would 

look like if everything we did and everything we invested in, had that vision at its heart. We 

would see the harvest that our loving God intends for his precious children. 
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